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Field- and temperature-dependent microwave measurements have been carried out on MgB2 thin film grown
on Al2O3 substrate. The analysis reveals the mean-field coherence lengthjMF in the mixed state and a
temperature-independent anisotropy ratiogMF5jMF

ab /jMF
c '2. At the superconducting transition, the scaling of

the fluctuation conductivity yields the Ginzburg-Landau coherence length with a different anisotropy ratio
gGL52.8, also temperature independent.
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The recent discovery of superconductivity at 39 K in t
simple binary compound MgB2 ~Ref. 1! has sparked a con
siderable effort in the scientific community to determine t
fundamental parameters and the nature of superconduct
in this compound. Quite surprisingly, the usually simple d
termination of the upper critical fieldBc2 has emerged as
controversial issue. The early attempts to determineBc2

c (Bi
c axis!, andBc2

ab (Bi ab plane!, have shown a large span o
values and anisotropy ratiog5Bc2

ab/Bc2
c varying in the range

1.2–9.2 One could have ascribed these discrepancies to
insufficient control of the sample preparation conditions
the early stage. However, the controversy has not been
settled even with the improved sample quality in the recen
prepared thin films and single crystals of MgB2.3–12 One of
the puzzling observations was that different experimen
techniques often yielded strongly diverseBc2 values in one
and the same sample. Thus, Welpet al.9 have shown that
resistive onset of superconductivity in a given field, whi
was traditionally taken as the upper critical field, was in d
accord with theBc2

c values obtained in the same sample
specific heat and magnetization measurements. Similar
crepancy has been observed in the results of the resi
onset and the thermal conductivity.12 On the other hand, the
onset of the diamagnetic response was found to corrobo
with the zero resistance~or the onset of finite resistivity!.11

The common approach in these methods is to mak
choice of a percentage in cutting the transition curves. T
corresponding points are then taken forBc2(T). Alterna-
tively, one looks for the geometrical intersection of the ta
gents above and below the transition. None of these cho
however, is guided by a physical law describing the tran
tion.

In this Rapid Communication, we show that the proble
of the upper critical field, and the related coherence length
more subtle than implicitly assumed before. Our analysi
based on the physical process that defines the shape o
experimental curve, and yields unequivocally the value
Bc2. We find the mean-field~MF! coherence lengthjMF as
the radius of the vortex core in the mixed state and, se
rately, the Ginzburg-Landau~GL! coherence lengthjGL at
0163-1829/2003/67~2!/020507~4!/$20.00 67 0205
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the transition. The two coherence lengths are quite differ
in MgB2. The anisotropy ratios are also different (gGL

.gMF), but both turn out to be temperature independent

The thin film of MgB2 was grown on (11̄02) Al2O3 sub-
strate using a two-step method.13,14 Precursor thin film of B
was deposited by pulsed laser deposition at room temp
ture. The B thin film was sealed together with high purity M
into Nb tube with Ar atmosphere. The heat treatment w
carried out at 900 °C for 10–30 min. The film thickness w
400 nm. X-ray diffraction indicated that the MgB2 film has
a highly c-axis oriented crystal structure normal to th
substrate surface with no impurity phase observed. Th
films have been studied previously by dc resistivi
magnetization,13,14 penetration depth,15 and zero-field micro-
wave measurements.16 These studies have supported the ge
erally observed features of MgB2 superconductor, anisot
ropy, and two-gap nature.

Microwave measurements were carried out in an ellipti
cavity resonating ineTE111 mode at 9.3 GHz. The thin film
was mounted on a sapphire sample holder and placed in
center of the cavity where the microwave electric fieldEv

was maximum. The sample was oriented withab plane par-
allel to Ev . The measured quantities were theQ factor of the
cavity loaded with the sample and the shift of the reson
frequency f. From the complex-frequency shiftDṽ/v
5D f / f 1 iD(1/2Q), one can obtain by inversion the com
plex conductivitys̃5s12 is2 of the film using the cavity
perturbation expression.17

Figure 1 shows the experimental results in zero magn
field. From the imaginary part of the conductivitys2

51/m0vlL
2 , one can infer the zero-temperature London pe

etration depthlL(0)579 nm in our film. With this value,
and the shape ofs2, this film is found to be between th
clean and the dirty limit, closer to the latter.18

Here we focus on the effects of the applied magnetic fi
in the superconducting state. Figure 2 shows the field dep
dences (Bic) of the complex-frequency shift at various tem
peratures. By inversion of these data points, one can ob
the field-dependent complex conductivity at each given te
perature. Theoretically, the response of the superconduct
©2003 The American Physical Society07-1
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the mixed state to an oscillating electric fieldEv is given by
an effective complex conductivity19

1

s̃eff

5

12
B/Bc2

12 i ~v0 /v!

S 12
B

Bc2
D ~s12 is2!1

B

Bc2
sn

1
1

sn

B/Bc2

12 i ~v0 /v!
.

~1!

The first term is due to the microwave current outside
vortex cores, and the second due to the normal current in
cores of the oscillating vortices. The meaning of the fract
B/Bc2 in Eq. ~1! is the volume fraction of the sample take

FIG. 1. Plots of imaginary and real parts of the comple
frequency shift in MgB2 thin film in zero magnetic field. Inse
shows the corresponding conductivities.

FIG. 2. Magnetic-field dependences of the complex-freque
shift in MgB2 thin film for Bic. The arrows indicate increasin
temperatures.
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by the normal vortex cores. This parameter determines th
resistivity in the flux flow regime,20 and has been used als
in the microwave studies on classical superconductors.21 The
depinning frequencyv0 may change with field and tempera
ture from the strongly pinned case (v0@v) to the flux flow
limit ( v0!v). In Eq. ~1!, the zero-field conductivity iss1
2 is2, and sn is the normal-state conductivity. Simila
magnetic-field-dependent microwave studies have been
ried out extensively on high-Tc superconductors.22–24

Using the experimental field-dependent complex cond
tivity and Eq. ~1!, we have determined the values ofB/Bc2
andv0 /v. Figure 3 shows some of the results. One obser
that each of the curves has initially a constant slope~dashed
lines in Fig. 3!. It defines very precisely the value ofBc2 at a
given temperature. Note that in this region the actual fieldB
is much smaller thanBc2, so that the superconducting film i
well in the mixed state. Hence, we determine, in fact,
mean-field coherence lengthjMF as the radius of the norma
vortex core (Bc2

MF5F0 /2pjMF
2 , whereF0 is the flux quan-

tum!. The fundamental property of a vortex much below t
transition to the normal state is that it contains many Land
levels as bound superconducting states.20 When the field is
increased so that the transition to the normal state is
proached, the upper Landau levels are gradually lifted
finally only the lowest Landau level remains. The field
which this level nucleates is conventionally known as t
upper critical fieldBc2. When the transition is very sharp
Bc2 can be determined straightforwardly from the sing
turning point. However, in the cases of rounded transitio
one has to consider the fluctuation conductivity and the s
ing laws, which govern the physics of the transition. At hi

-

y

FIG. 3. Variations of the volume fraction of the normal ele
trons. The dashed lines mark the low-field linear segments of
curves wherefromBc2

MF can be determined. The arrows indicate t
Bc2

LLL values obtained from the 3D LLL scaling of the fluctuatio
conductivity in Fig. 4.
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magnetic fields, one can use the scaling law based on
lowest Landau level~LLL ! scheme.25 It has been used suc
cessfully in high-Tc superconductors to determine the Bc2
line.26

In Fig. 4 we show the scaling of the fluctuation condu
tivity s12sn according to the three-dimensional~3D! LLL
scheme.25,27 A very good scaling is achieved only with
linear choice ofTc(B) line ~equivalentlyBc2 line! for the
temperature interval indicated in Fig. 4. The correspond
values are marked by arrows in Fig. 3. It is obvious that
values ofBc2 obtained from the 3D LLL scaling are close
the points where the normal state seems to be reached
not precisely there. This feature is due to the supercond
ing fluctuations, which appear also above the mean-fi
transition. By taking the deviation from the normal-state b
havior as the onset of superconductivity, one selects, in f
the point where the superconducting fluctuations start to
hibit a contribution noticeable above the noise level in
experimental curve.

The results of the present analysis are synthesized in
5. The full symbols represent the mean-field resultsBc2

MF

with vortices formed by a great number of Landau levels a
having radiusjMF . The anisotropy ratiogMF5jMF

ab /jMF
c

'2 is practically temperature independent. The full lines
Fig. 5 are obtained from the 3D LLL scaling. These lin
delineate the nucleation of vortices with the lowest Land

FIG. 4. 3D LLL scaling of the fluctuation conductivitys1

2sn .
d
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level only. The field required for this nucleation is related
the Ginzburg-Landau coherence lengthBc2

LLL5f0 /2pjGL
2 .

The anisotropy ratio isgGL5jGL
ab /jGL

c 52.8, and also tem-
perature independent in the interval where the 3D LLL sc
ing could be applied.

We show by the dashed lines in Fig. 5 the results obtai
by cutting the experimental curves of 1/2Q in Fig. 2 at 95%
of the normal-state value. The line obtained in this way
Bc2

ab(T) exhibits a positive curvature and, consequen
yields a temperature-dependent anisotropy ratio. Similar
sults have been obtained in other recent reports,8–12 where
various cutting criteria have been used rather than the sca
law. It is not possible to find a single cutting level that wou
mimic the 3D LLL scaling procedure. It appears that t
cutting level should be changed from one experimental cu
to another at a different temperature in a way that is,a priori,
not known. Obviously, the effects of the superconduct
fluctuations cannot be simply accounted for by a cutting p
cedure.

One may remark that the extrapolatedBc2
LLL lines in Fig. 5

point to Tc533.8 K, while the dashed lines based on t
95% cutting criterion reach 35.5 K. With a higher percenta
for the cutting level, one could reach even higher tempe
tures. These values are in the fluctuation region above
true Tc defined as the temperature wherejGL diverges.

In conclusion, we have shown that in MgB2, one can
distinguish the mean-field coherence length in the mix
state, and the Ginzburg-Landau coherence length at the
sition. The latter is found by considering the superconduct
fluctuations and the proper scaling law of the measu
physical quantity. We find the anisotropy ratiosgMF'2 and
gGL52.8, both with no temperature dependences.

FIG. 5. The upper critical fields determined by various metho
Bc2

MF ~symbols!, Bc2
GL ~full lines!, and the values resulting from cut

ting the experimental curves~dashed lines!.
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